Budget Committee
Council Chambers, 2nd Floor, City Hall
Monday, January 21, 2019
TO:

MEMBERS OF THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
Mayor Tolmie
Councillor Froese
Councillor McMann
Councillor Eby

Councillor Swanson
Councillor Warren
Councillor Luhning

Please be advised that His Worship, Mayor Tolmie, has called a Budget
Committee meeting on Monday, January 21, 2019 at 5:30 p.m., in City Council
Chambers 2nd Floor, City Hall, in order to deal with the following:
AGENDA
1.

Confidential Matter.
The confidential procedural matter may be considered in closed session pursuant to
Section 94(2) of The Cities Act as it contains information that is within one or more of
the exemptions in Part III of The Local Authority Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act, in particular section 16 and 17.

2.

Confidential Matter.
The confidential procedural matter may be considered in closed session pursuant to
Section 94(2) of The Cities Act as it contains information that is within one or more of
the exemptions in Part III of The Local Authority Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act, in particular section 16.
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3.

Confidential Matter (Verbal Discussion).
The confidential procedural matter may be considered in closed session pursuant to
Section 94(2) of The Cities Act as it contains information that is within one or more of
the exemptions in Part III of The Local Authority Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act, in particular section 16.

4.

Report dated January 21, 2019 from the Department of Engineering
Services, re: WW4 Water Reservoirs and Pump House. (Tabled motion on
WW-4 Water Reservoirs to be considered with this report.*)

5.

Capital Budget Overview.

6.

Tabled matter re: Utility Rate Review. (Report circulated with the
December 12, 2018 Budget Agenda.)

7.

Equipment Reserve Budget Overview.

8.

Report dated January 16, 2019 from the City Clerk/Solicitor Department,
re: Budget Enhancement – In-House Legal Position. (Tabled motion on
Legal Council Position to be considered with this report.**)

9.

Tabled matter re: 2019 Budget Enhancements. (Report circulated with
December 17, 2018 Budget Agenda.)

10.

Referred matter re: Recreation Facilities and Sportsground Fees.
(Circulated with the December 3, 2018 Budget Agenda.)

11.

Budget Finalization. Consider with tabled Report on Operating, Capital
and Equipment Budget Approval Process. (This item was contained in
Budget Agenda package of December 3, 2018.)

Referred Matters:
12.

Report (Communication #94) dated November 17, 2018 from the City
Manager, re: 2019 Priority Based Budgets. (Please bring the budget
binders distributed with this communication.)

Tabled Matters:
13.

Report dated November 24, 2018 from the Department of Financial
Services, re: Operating, Capital and Equipment Budget Approval Process.
(Report circulated with the December 3, 2018 Budget Agenda.)
Continued on next page.
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* Tabled Motion on WW-4 Water Reservoirs
“That WW4-04 Water Reservoir be reduced from $7.1 million to $100,000 in 2019 with the
balance to be placed in 2022; and
THAT 2019 funds be used for a community education program and emergency
response plan for water supply interruption.”
**Tabled Motion on Legal Counsel Position
“THAT the City Clerk/Solicitor Department be authorized to source an additional inhouse Legal Counsel position.”

City of

Moose Jaw
LETTER OF COMMUNICATION
TITLE:

2019 WW-4 Water Reservoirs and Pump House

TO:

Budget Committee

FROM:

Department of Engineering Services

DATE:

January 21, 2019

PUBLIC:

This is a Public Document

IN-CAMERA: Not applicable to this document.
RECOMMENDATION
THAT City Council proceed with the existing Capital Budget for WW-4 Water
Reservoirs/Pumphouse and that it be approved through the 2019 Budget process.
JUSTIFICATION FOR IN-CAMERA
Not applicable to this report.
TOPIC AND PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to provide the Budget Committee with additional information
and a breakdown of the projects in WW-4 Water Reservoirs/Pumphouse.
BACKGROUND
The Capital Program, WW-4 Water Reservoirs/Pumphouse, deals with some of the City’s
high value assets and high-risk assets. The 2019 Water Utility Reserve 5-year Plan is
Attachment I. They are intended to provide storage and a reliable source of potable
water pressurizing the City and surrounding area.
The City has three reservoirs. They are commonly referred to as 1) High Service Reservoir,
2) South Hill Reservoir and 3) Northeast Reservoir. Each consists of two main components:
the reservoirs (water storage chamber) and a pump house (a building with pumps,
controls, electrical, chlorine etc.)

The three reservoirs provide a total of 10.5 million Imperial gallons of storage. The age of
these reservoir/pump houses ranges from 63 years for the High Service Reservoir built in
1954, 38 years for the South Hill Reservoir built in 1979, to 36 years for the Northeast
Reservoir built in 1981. There has been, essentially, no capital investment in them since
construction.
Condition assessments (Attachment II) were undertaken to prioritize work and ensure that
appropriate investments are being made. Over the last couple of years as these
condition assessments have been completed, the amount of work and estimates in the
5-year Capital Plan have been reduced. One such example is: structural assessments
(Attachment III) were undertaken on the reservoirs (water storage chambers); they were
found to be structurally sound, therefore, required work and estimates were reduced.
The major project budgeted for in WW-4 Water Reservoirs this year (and with 2018
carryover) is the replacement of the High Service Pump House. Condition assessments
identified it was past it’s useful life. Condition assessments included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Roof structure - leaking
Piping – leaking, repairs required every year, corrosion on underside of pipes
Pumps – outdated, one leaking, one with excessive vibration
Electrical system – past life expectancy, higher risk of failure & issues finding parts
Back up pumps – poor condition and problematic operation
Flow meter, High pressure release valve – past life expectancy & poor condition
HVAC system is deficient causing condensation and corrosion on piping
Back up power – does not support full operation of electric pumps & equipment

In addition, the High Service Pump Station has issues inherent to its design that
compromises operability. The building also contains asbestos. These factors resulted in
the replacement of the facility. The project is required to ensure a safe and reliable
supply of water to the City.
The current estimate for the pump house replacement is $15.2M.
Following the condition assessment work, Concept and Pre-design for the new High
Service Pump Station was undertaken (Attachments IV & V). During the Concept stage,
the pumping and reservoir capacity was reviewed in detail. At this time, it was identified
that a reservoir expansion was required in the short term (at Northeast Reservoir). An
estimate for this has been added to the later years in the 5-year Capital Plan.
To clarify, there is no project for replacing an existing reservoir; the existing reservoirs are
being refurbished. A minor expansion (new reservoir) for additional storage to meet fire
flows is required at the Northeast Reservoir.
REPORT
The 5-year Capital Plan provides an over view of the short to medium term requirements
for an asset. These are budgetary estimates used for financial planning purposes.
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The accuracy of the estimates in a 5-year plan varies based on the level of definition and
detail on a project. Capital projects go through a Plan-Design-Construct process; the
accuracy of the estimate increases as the project moves through the process.
Projects in year one or two of a 5-year plan will have more accurate estimates than in
year 4 or 5. The ‘Plan’ phase of the process would include condition assessments and
some conceptual design; at this stage estimates have an accuracy of -30% to +50%.
Projects in year one or two would be at some stage in the ‘Design’ phase and have an
estimate accuracy of -15% to +20% (concept/preliminary design) to -5% to +10% (pretender).
Over the last few years, condition assessments and refinement of scopes of work and
estimates in the 5-year Capital Plan for water reservoirs has decreased (by ~ $7M). The
current projects included within the 5-year Plan are:
•

High Service Pump House Replacement – $15.2M (-15 to +20%) –
Estimate $12,920,000 to $18,240,000
(Note: $7.1M is budgeted in 2019; the balance is in carryover.)

•

Refurbish – Pump Houses (all), Replace pumps/motors/drives - $450k (-15 to +20%)
Estimate $382,500 to $540,000

•

Refurbish – Reservoirs (all) – $520k (-30 to +50%)
Estimate $364,000 to $780,000

•

Refurbish – General Maintenance – $150k (-30 to +50%)
Estimate $105,000 to $225,000

•

Reservoir Expansion – $3.5M (-30 to +50%)
Estimate $2,450,000 to $5,250,000
(Note: This does not include any growth of the City.)

The above is the list of Capital Projects and the allocation over the 5-year Plan. Total
estimates for these projects are $8,271,500 to $17,445,000. The Total Budget in the 5-year
Plan is $15,900,000.
A Capital Status Report for WW-4 is attached for reference (Attachment VI). This report
outlines the projects, carry over, 2019 budget and commitments/contracts in place.
Committed (contracted) work – Most of the projects have contracts committed to the
assigned budget and work is underway. There would be legal implications if these were
cancelled. These contracts are a mix of design and construction. It is recommended
these projects proceed.
The carry over for Keylock Water Depot is a customer interface for customers that haul
water. This budget does not have a contract (not committed). The current system is
experiencing issues and the project is to look at potential options and improvements. It
is recommended this project proceed.
3

A surplus is listed for some of the projects with contracts that are committed. This would
be in the range of $290,000. This should be held as contingency on those projects until
they are completed and then turned back. This could then be used to fund future
Capital.
The major project is the High Service Pump House replacement. The funding for this
consists of carryover from 2018 of $9,700,000 and funding in 2019 of $6,800,000. The total
budget of $16.5M includes the balance of the Engineering contract and a contingency
as the project is in the Pre-design phase. The schedule is Attachment VII. The estimated
expenditures in 2019 for this project are $4,000,000 to $7,000,000. This will result in a further
carry forward of this funding in 2020. There has been schedule slippage in the Condition
Assessment and Concept portion of this work (due to staff turnover) that has resulted in
this carryover. With the construction contract scheduled to be committed in 2019, it is
recommended the full amount be available to commit to the contractor and
construction. City Council could consider a multi-year approval and adjust the funding
year by year. The timeline for the outline in the Motion would delay the project and is not
recommended. It should be noted that this adjustment in timeline would not have a
material impact on rates.
The major factor in the amount of carryover for the High Service Pump House will be the
contractor’s schedule. A slight reduction in the amount of carry over for WW-4 Water
Reservoirs is anticipated. By the end of 2019 all of the WW-4 budget (carryover and
current year budget) will have contractual commitments (construction contracts in
place).
Progress has been made in the last few years on completion of Capital and addressing
outstanding carryover, there will be continued progress this year.
OPTIONS TO RECOMMENDATION
City Council consider utilizing uncommitted carryover (surplus) or project contingency to
fund the 5-year Capital this year.
City Council consider allocating a portion of the required funding in WW-4 to 2020.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Overall, reallocating monies from one year to another within the 5-year Capital Plan will
still result in the same number of dollars being required over that same period and the
same funding levels. A reallocation could impact the timing of cashflows, such as
borrowing depending on the magnitude of the shift which could have a positive impact
on cashflows required over the five years. Carry over that is uncommitted or unallocated
can be applied to future years and will have a positive impact on the overall financial
picture as it can be a replacement source for future year’s funding.
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ATTACHMENTS
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

2019 Water Utility Reserve 5-year Plan
Condition Assessments Vertical Assets
Technical Memorandums Reservoir Inspections (3)
Potable Water Storage and Pumping Facilities Conceptual Study
50% Predesign Report High Service Pump Station Replacement
Capital Status Report WW-4 Water Reservoirs Cost Tracking Summary
Estimated Project Schedule

Respectfully Submitted By,
Bob Craig

____________________________________
Bob Craig, A.Sc.T., PMP
Acting Manager of Engineering Services
Josh Mickleborough
______________________________________
Josh Mickleborough, P. Eng.
Director of Engineering

APPROVAL OF REPORT RECEIVED

COMMENTS RECEIVED

Jim Puffalt
_____________________________________
Jim Puffalt, City Manager

Fraser Tolmie
_____________________________________
Fraser Tolmie, Mayor

To be completed by the Clerk’s Department only.
Presented to Regular Council or Executive Committee on
No. _________________________

.

Resolution No. _________________________________________________
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Attachment II

GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE.
LOCAL FOCUS.

Moose Jaw
SURPRISINGLY UNEXPECTED

INTERIM TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
City of Moose Jaw

Condition Assessments

Vertical Assets

October 2017

CONFIDENTIALIPT AND © COPYRIGHT
This document is for the sole use of the addressee and Associated Engineering (Sask.) Ltd. The document contains proprietary and
confidential information that shall not be reproduced in any manner or disclosed to or discussed with any other parties without the express
written permission of Associated Engineering (Sask.) Ltd. Information in this document is to be considered the intellectual property of
Associated Engineering (Sask.) Ltd. in accordance with Canadian copyright law.
This report was prepared by Associated Engineering (Sask.) Ltd. for the account of City of Moose Jaw. The material in it reflects Associated
Engineering (Sask.)Ltd.'s best judgement, in the light of the information available to it, at the time of preparation. Any use which a third party
makes of this report, or any reliance on or decisions to be made based on it, are the responsibility of such third parties. Associated Engineering
(Sask.) Ltd. accepts no responsibility far damages, if any, suffered by any third party as a result of decisions made or actions based on this
report.
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1 Introduction
Associated Engineering was engaged in 2017 to complete the Development Assessment of the City's
Reservoirs, Infrastructure, Pumphouses, Asset Management and Strategy Framework project by the City of
Moose Jaw (City). As part of this project, condition assessments were performed on 14 wastewater pump
stations and lift stations and three potable water reservoirs, associated pump stations and supplemental
treatment facilities. The cost estimates were provided in this report are to assist the City with preparation of

the 2018 Capital Budget.
This condition assessment report provides a brief facility description, issues, concerns and observations
and budgetary estimates for immediate, 2018 repairs that were identified as critical. The cost estimates

provided are developed as a Class 5 (project maturity level of 0% to 2%) budgetary cost estimate (-50% to
+50% accuracy) in accordance with AACE International 18R-97.
The condition assessments completed are related to potable water and wastewater vertical assets within
the City. The potable water treatment and supply and wastewater treatment facilities were not included in
the condition assessments.
The City provided a copy of some of the record drawings for each facility. These drawings were reviewed
and used to identify the major components within each facility. The drawing sets are as-builts from the
respective dates of construction: no upgrades or facility changes are noted.
For each facility, the year constructed was extracted from the drawings provided by the City. This provides
a general age of the facility and its assets. During the asset condition data collection site visits, the City
made available senior staff persons to advise on operating issues and concerns.
Potential work has been identified for future considerations. It should be recognised that the
recommendations are general in nature reflecting general practice, but should be looked at in more detail
and in the broader context of Asset Management (AM) planning, level of service criteria, and integration
with long term planning and other infrastructure networks (i.e., collections, roadways, etc.).

1.1 CONDITION AND RISK RATINGS
Each component inspected was provided a condition and consequence rating. Condition rating was based
on visual assessment and follows a scale of 1 to 5, from good to unsen/iceable. A value of 0 is assigned to
assets that were unable to be inspected or are missing. Consequence follows a score of 1 to 3 based on
the relative impact of the asset from minor to major. Note that these scores are based solely off of visual
inspection and are intended for the purpose of general condition review. They do not intend to represent

detailed testing or study of components, but may highlight infrastructure that might require more detailed
investigation. As such, inference of a specific asset component or score is not the purpose of this report.

City of Moose Jaw

Risk was calculated for each component by multiplying condition and consequence together. These risks
were grouped as low, moderate, high, and very high.

Risk

Consequence

3
2
1

Medium

1

2

3

4

5

Condition
To create condition and risk scores for the facilities, these individual scores were rolled up to create an
overall score for each facility. For this analysis, the facility condition ratings were defined as:
Less than 2: Good - Facility is in generally good repair
2.0 to 2.4: Fair - Facility is in relatively good shape but components are showing some wear
2.5 to 2.9: Poor - Facility is operable but have a number of components requiring significant
attention
3.0 to 4.0: Very Poor - Facility has a large number of components requiring attention and may
have compromised maintenance or operation
In addition to an overall score, it was considered important to provide condition and risk distribution charts

that illustrate the amount of various condition and risk categories inherent to the facility. It important to
understand that all facilities will have a spectrum of components within, and even a facility in good condition
may have a few components that have deteriorated and require attention.
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2 Potable Water Reservoirs and Pump Stations
The City's potable water is supplied from the Buffalo Pound Water Treatment Plant (BPWTP). The treated
water from BPWTP is piped approximately 25 km into the High Service Reservoir (HSR) and the North East
Reser/oir (NER) in Moose Jaw. The NER is used to supply the South Hill Reservoir (SHR).
The City is divided into three pressure zones, each with a reservoir serving a corresponding pressure zone,
Booster pumps located at each reservoir maintain pressure and fire flows to each zone in the distribution
zone. The City provides supplemental treatment at each of the three reservoirs via chlorine booster pump
stations.
Reservoir inspections have been completed for the NER and SHR. Inspection had not been completed at
the time of this report for the High Service Reservoir due to isolation issues.
The pump stations and supplemental treatment facilities associated with each resen/oirwere reviewed for
asset condition. Note there are common walls between the reservoir and pump station where condition can
only be assessed on one side, until the reservoir inspection can be completed.

HIGH SERVICE RESERVOIR AND PUMP STATION - CONSTRUCTED 1954 & 1981

2.1

Risk Score

Condition Score:
Group

Condition Score

Component

Average

Risk Average

Electrical

2.7

4.7

Mechanical

2.8

6.7

Structural

1.9

43

Grand Total

2.6

5.8

8.0
6.0
4.0
2.0
0.0

I

Ill

^
^',<y
<0

^

^

^

•I

l Average of
Condition Score
[Average of
Compont Risk

^

^

The HSR has a total storage capacity of 27 ML (2-13.6 ML Cells). The pump station consists of seven

pumps, two of which are dual drive units with the capacity to supply the City's entire water distribution
system. The local PLC system controls the pump sequence for both HSR and SHR facilities to maintain
water pressure. Two standby natural gas engines provide water supply during normal operating conditions
in the event of a power outage. HSR has no existing provision for back-up power or generator to the
remainder of the facility.

This reservoir is filled by the main supply pipeline from the BPWTP. The 500 mm diameter Control & Block
Fill valves are controlled remotely by the BPWTP or locally at the station (electrical or manual override).

City of Moose Jaw

2.1.1 Issue, Concerns and Observations
• Isolation valves should be operated bi-annually. Valves may not be operable or have significant
concern with use.

• Confirmed asbestos in the ceiling.
• Cannot pull valves from valve chamber to perform maintenance. Some valves could be relocated,
some valves could be rehabilitated in place but servicing these valves is difficult and in some cases
impossible.
• Concrete below grade is acceptable.
• Stair in pump room is missing handrail.
• ineffective potable water mixing.
• Booster chlorine pumping facilities are in good shape.

• PLC and SCADA system is past its life expectancy.
• Exterior lighting - one photo cell is always on and one fixture has no light.
Structurally, the building is in reasonable shape but maintenance access to process mechanical is very
poor. The presence of asbestos would complicate retrofits or changes. Existing OH&S deficiencies are
relatively minor and inexpensive.
Operationally, this pump station is not maintenance friendly. Isolation valves should be exercised regularly
and maintained. However, to access, maintain and replace the isolation valves at this pump station may
not be possible, in which case managing a maintenance or emergency situation would be more difficult,
time consuming and expensive.
The PLC and SCADA system is aging and should be considered for replacement.
Table 2-1
Cost Estimates Immediate Works - High Service Reservoir and Pump Station

Work

Cost

$2 ,000

Operate Isolation Valves Biannually
Replace Isolation Valves
(Significant risk of cost escalation due to isolation and ability to)
install Handrail

$300 .000
,000

$140 ,000

Upgrade PLC and SCADA System

$60 ,000

Existing backup power repairs to piping and valves

$2 ,000

Exterior Lighting
Total

$505 ,000

While the station's general condition would not warrant decommissioning and replacement, repair or
modification of some of the station's critical components, such as rotation valves or piping bottlenecks, may
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prove extremely difficult or impossible. Ongoing operating concerns and risks that cannot be otherwise
managed or needs created by additional demand and growth may warrant consideration of constructing a
new pump station. The approximate cost would be $10,000,000, including 15% or $1,500,000 for design and
engineering services during construction.
2.1.2 Issues, Concerns and Observations - Reservoir
The HSR consists of two chambers to enable staged isolation for cleaning and repairs while maintaining
continuous operation of the High Service Pump Station. The chambers cannot currently be isolated and
drained independently for cleaning or inspection due to the condition and failure of valves associated with
the reservoir. While the acquisition and replacement of these valves is being pursued, the process may
prove to be complicated and difficult, potentially requiring the temporary shut down of the pump station.

Further to the operational issues, the inability to isolate the reservoir without impacting operation of the High
Service Pump Station carries a large amount of risk in the event that the reservoir is impacted by an
unexpected occurrence such as equipment failure or contamination. The need to shut down the High

Service Pumping Station to address the reservoir would potentially leave the City unable to provide
adequate water quantity, pressure and quality to the distribution system and the City's business and
residential users.
Due to the current isolation issues, a condition inspection of the reservoir interior has not been possible.
2.1.3 Issues, Concerns and Observations - Long Term
There are a number of equipment age and condition concerns that present risks to the operation and

sustainability of the High Service Pumping Station going forward.
• Roof structure:
• Leakage at the connection of the addition due to insufficient slope.
• Replacement and regrade of roof structure - within 5 years
• Operational valves past life expectancy - 5 to 10 years

• Station piping past life expectancy
• Several pipe repairs required in 2017 to fix leaks caused by corrosion
• Corrosion occurring along underside of pipes
• Replacement of corroded pipes required within 5 years to proactively address leaks and
failures.

• Pumps - Outdated make (Crown)
• One pump leaking, one pump with excessive vibration
• Lack of access to spare parts makes repairs difficult
• Electrical past life expectancy. No specific issues noted, but the risk of failure increases.
• The presence of an aging an electrical system compounds potential issues with replacement and
upgrading of pumps and other station components.
• Backup pumps (natural gas driven in event of power failure) showing signs of aging

• Cooling water pipes (using potable water) in poor condition (less than 5 years)

City of Moose Jaw

• Pump control valves are starting to show signs of deterioration and becoming problematic in
operation, (iess than 5 years)

• High Pressure Relief Valve in poor condition (less than 5 years)
• Flow meter is aging and past life expectancy (less than 5 years)
• Backup power does not support full operation of the station including operation of electric pumps
and equipment.
In addition, the High Service Pump Station has issues inherent to its design and construction that aggravate
the capability and cost of doing any work in the station.
• Building contains asbestos in the walls, heating, and floor tiles. This significantly complicates other
identified initiatives that might disturb these areas such as electrical or extensive mechanical
repairs and replacement.
• Layout of the facility does not allow for access and removal of large diameter valves in the lower
pipe gallery. Failure, or replacement of, components in this area would result in a long shutdown of
the entire facility and extremely difficult repairs and replacement of equipment.

• There are HVAC deficiencies in the building resulting in a high amount of condensation on piping
and equipment resulting in increased rate/risk of corrosion.
Table 2-2
Work List and Cost Estimate for Long Term Operation - High Service Reservoir and Pump Station

Time Frame

Work

Cost

Roof Structure Repairs and Replacement

5 years

$750,000

Replacement of Station Valves and Piping

3 years

$2,000,000

10 years

$550,000

High Pressure Relief Valve Replacement

5 years

$25,000

Flow IVleter Replacement

5 years

$35.000

Asbestos Removal/Abatement and Associated Repairs

5 years

$1.500,000

10 years

$250,000

3 years

$600,000

Not Possible

N/A

Electrical Replacement

HVAC Upgrades
Backup power system to service whole station

Facility Improvements
Total
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2.1.4 Long Term Viability
Given the number and extent of work required for the High Service Pump Station, it is important to not just
look at each component individually but also the overall impact, feasibility and risk.
• The estimated work required would be over 50% of the value of the station. Given this level of
required expenditure it is necessary to look at the reality of what that investment will provide:
• The building structure would still be over 60 years old and would be considered end of life.
• Operational inefficiencies and risks inherent to the station layout will remain. Future work will

continue to be difficult and costly, and the existing risk of piping bottlenecks will still exist.
• The amount and type of work needed will require a significant, and potentially unmanageable,
amount of downtime or interruption for the station. The type of work identified would likely take
several months and involve a number of interruptions to the stations operation. Electrical work may
only require short shutdowns or be manageable through staged implementation, but extensive pipe
and valve replacements will require long shutdowns of the station that can probably not be
managed in the system, or will pose a significant amount of risk and operational issues.
• Due to the extensive nature of some of the work and the high degree of risk around issues
involved, there is a significant amount of uncertainty in the work which raises the risk that the work
may incur additional expense or become unfeasible altogether. Significant risks include:
• Presence of asbestos in the station. The extents include wall, floor and pipe wrap materials.

Extensive renovations and work in the facility will likely disturb some of this material and require
additional management.
• Ability to isolate and control the system. There is a lot of concern around operation of valves in
the facility and the ability to isolate components of the station. Given past experience and
current issues with reservoir isolation, this is considered a high impact, high probability risk.
The impacts would be additional costs for bypass or management, additional/unpianned
downtime for the station, or requirement for suspension of work during construction.
2.1.5 Alternative: New Pump Station
As an alternative to repairing components of the station, construction of a new station would avoid many of

the problems inherent to rehabilitation of the existing station while offering the potential for additional
opportunities and benefits going forward. A ball park estimate for a new lift station would be in the
range of $8 million to $11 million. This includes approximately 15% for engineering services.

Problems that would be avoided include:

City of Moose Jaw

• Operation of the existing station would not have to be interrupted. The existing station would remain
in operation until the new station was ready to take over.
• Construction risk would be minimized as it would not be reliant on the operation of questionable
infrastructure for isolation.
• Budgetary risks would be better known and controllable. The construction of new infrastructure
poses fewer challenges, constraints and unknowns than the retrofitting of an existing facility. The
risk of needing large change orders to manage field changes is lower, making the budget
potentially easier to manage and maintain.
• Schedule risks would also be better known and controllable for the same reasons.

Additional benefits inherent to a new pump station would include:
• The cost of future maintenance will be reduced.
• The City will have an entirely new structure as opposed to a retrofitted 60 year old structure.

Although the building envelope is in fair condition it is reasonable to assume that a new
structure would better meet current code and have an extended life span in comparison.

• Existing issues with the facility layout including difficulty in maintenance and equipment
accessibility and bottlenecks in the piping and valve network would be eliminated, which is not
a possibility in the retrofitting of a new station.
• The ability to build in capacity for growth and/or expansion. A new facility could either be sized to
allow for additional future infrastructure or designed to allow the easy addition of future modular
construction for lower cost.
• Increased health and safety of employees and reliability for the public.
2.1.6 Recommendation for High Service Pump Station

A significant amount of work is required at the High Street Pumping Station in both the short and long term
in order to manage risk and operational issues at the facility. The following table highlights the pros and
cons of rehabilitation versus new construction.

Alternative

Capital
Cost

Rehabilitation
New Facility

Cost
Risk

Schedule
Risk

Operating
Cost
~ -l 1UJ

•-L^.'-^ ?tr<

Operating
Risk/Ease
"^y: ~';;~7^"77T ?";

L£&SiE.t&.t '£'

Station
Interruption
y,T\ T;^^

^*£^-.;^^Ai^..^3ii

Station
Growth
Longevity
JL--S£^3™BSH?^

E-'a^

Based on these considerations it is recommended that the City construct a new facility to replace the

existing pump station, with this work prioritised to begin design in early 2018.
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2.2

SOUTH HILL RESERVOIR AND PUMP STATION - CONSTRUCTED 1976
Risk Score: 4.7 (Moderate)

Condition Score:

Condition

Component

Score Average

Risk Average

Electrical

2.6

5.1

Mechanical

2.7

5.0

Structural

1.9

3.7

Grand Total

2.5

4.7

Group

6.0
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0

fljLi

I Average of
condition score
I Average of
CompontRisk

Electrical Mechanical Structural

The South Hill Reservoir has a storage capacity of 9 ML, and includes two distribution pumps in the pump
station. The pump selection sequence is controlled by the HSR PLC system via telephone communication
network. This pump station assists the main water distribution system by boosting the pressure to the South
Hill area when demands reach a specified set point in pressure. In the event of telephone communication
failure, the PLC system will operate in an independent mode to enable or disable pump selections. In the
event of a high-pressure condition, a mechanical relief valve at HSR will maintain the pressure at a
specified limit. This resen/oir is filled from the North East Reservoir.

The PLC and SCADA system is aging and should be considered for replacement.
Generally, the building and equipment are in reasonable condition with no major condition issues noted.
2.2.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations - Pump Station
Reservoir level control could overflow into the building in an upset condition
Reservoir level control is open to atmosphere, potential location for contamination
Valves should be operated bi-annually

Steel pipe support loose at top
Pipe support on potable water discharge pipe needs to be anchored
Replace weather stripping on doors

PLC and SCADA system is past its life expectancy
Use of VFD Pumps to optimise efficiency and operation

City of Moose Jaw

Table 2-3

Cost Estimates Immediate Works - South Hill Pump Station

Timing

Work

Cost

Install Proper Level Control

1 year

$15,000

Close open Reservoir Level Control

1 year

$500

Reattach Pipe Support

1 year

$500

Upgrade PLC and SCADA System

1 year

$80,000

Replace Weather Stripping

3 years

$500

Review Pumping Design and Operation

3 years

$10,000

Install VFD

3 years

$150,000

Total

$256,500

2.2.2 Issues, Concerns and Observations - Reservoir

This is a summary of the issues, concerns and observations that were noted during a reservoir cleaning
and condition inspection completed on October 16, 2017. Refer to the technical memo dated November 23,
2017 and cleaning report for more detailed information.
• Repair below grade interior wall caulking
• Repair base slab caulking
• Repair pipe strap anchors and grout
• Roof slab removal of failed coating

In addition to issues identified during the inspection, the inlet supply line suffered a significant leak in 2017
during draining and cleaning activities. Investigation revealed that the inlet pipe was suffering from
significant corrosion and pitting. The leaking section of pipe was replaced but it was observed that the
adjacent pipe was also in very poor condition. It is recommended that this pipe be replaced or refined in
2018.
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Table 2-4
Cost Estimates Immediate Works - South Hill Reservoir

Work

Cost

Timing

Below Grade Walls caulking

3 years

$4,000

Base Slab caulking

3 years

$8,000

Base Slab pipe strap anchors - grout

1 year

$3,000

Roof Slab - removal of failed coating

1 year

$30,000

Repair/Replace Inlet Pipe

1 year

$25,000

Total

$70,000

2.2.3 Issues, Concerns and Observations - Long Term
Assuming the short term work identified is undertaken, visual inspection would indicate that the station is
generally suitable for use over the next 10 to 20 years. However, it is noted that the general age of the
station is cause to consider that some of its mechanical and electrical components may be approaching
their end of life and will require eventual replacement. In order to better identify and understand potential
risks and condition, mid to long term investigations involving more detailed condition assessment should be
conducted.
Also, given the overall age of the station, an allowance has been made for the replacement of mechanical
components, such as valves, that may require replacement within the next ten years.
Table 2-5
Work List and Cost Estimate for Long Term Operation - South Kill Reservoir and Pump Station

Work

Time Frame

Co&t

Material Thickness and Integrity Testing: Station Pipe Network

3 years

$10,000

Material Thickness and Integrity Testing: Pump Components

5 years

$5,000

Backup Power to sen/ice whole station

5 years

$300,000

10 years

$250,000

Replacement of miscellaneous mechanical components

Total

$565,000

2.2.4 Long Term Viability
There are a number of repairs required to maintain the station in a stable condition including PLC
replacement, level control, removal of reservoir roof coating, and repair of inlet pipe. This work should be
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able to be completed in an orderly and manageable way and support a cost effective methodology to
extend the life of the station and reservoir.
2.3

NORTH EAST RESERVOIR AND PUMP STATION - CONSTRUCTED 1981

Condition Score: 2.3 (Fair)
Condition
Score Average
Group

Risk Score: 4.8 (Moderate)
Component
Risk Average

6.0
5.0

Structural

1.7

3.5

4.0

Electrical

2.3

4.2

2.0

Mechanical

2.5

5.6

1.0

Grand Total

2.3

4.8

3.0

0.0

•I ll ll

^

^

<-

l Average of
condition score
l Average of
Compont Risk

^

^

The NER has a storage capacity of 11 ML and includes three pumps, The NER services one pressure
zone and is used to supply the SHR.

In an emergency, this pump station has the flow capacity to supply the City's entire water distribution
system, with pressure conditions in the system partly dependent on the set-up of the supply and feeder
infrastructure at the time.

The reservoir is filled by the main supply line from the BPWTP. The Control and Block Fill valves are
controlled remotely by the BPWTP or locally at the station (electric switch or manual override).
The PLC and SCADA system is aging and should be considered for replacement.
Generally, the building and equipment are in reasonable condition with no major condition issues noted.
There are a number of piping and valve components that were noted as potentially requiring maintenance
due to their general age. Space in the pump station is somewhat tight with little room for future expansion if
required.
Operational issues with mixing in the reservoir have been noted. There are likely cost effective solutions
available, but recommendation will be pending reservoir condition inspection and observations.
2.3.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations - Pump Station
• Concrete repair required from the beam to wall connection in the lower level
• Bend radius on monorail is too tight

• PLC and SCADA system is past its life expectancy
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Table 2-6
Cost Estimates Immediate Works - North East Pump Station

Work

;

Cost

!

Concrete Repair $10,000
Upgrade PLC and SCADA System $95,000
Total $105,000
2.3.2 Issues, Concerns and Observations - Reservoir

This is a summary of the issues, concerns and observations that were noted during a reservoir cleaning
and condition inspection completed on October 4, 2017. Refer to the technical memo dated October 27,
2017 and cleaning report for more detailed information.
• Repair below grade interior wall caulking

• Repair base slab caulking
• Repair pipe strap anchors and grout
• Roof slab removal of failed coating
It has also been noted that due to the shape of the reservoir and the placement of the reservoir inlet and
outlet lines, the reservoir can suffer from poor mixing and short circuiting. A preliminary look at the issue
indicated that installation of an alternate inlet pipe configuration directing the water to promote mixing and
turnover would be feasible.
Table 2-7
Cost Estimates Immediate Works - North East Reservoir

Work

Cost

Below Grade Walls caulking

$4,000

Base Slab caulking

$8.000

Repair column - sack-rubbed

$65,000

Repair roof slab

$80,000

Reservoir mixing (Study and construction)

$60,000
Total

$217,000

2.3.3 Issues, Concerns and Observations - Long Term
Assuming the short term work identified is undertaken, visual inspection would indicate that the station is
generally suitable for use over the next 10 to 20 years. However, it is noted that the general age of the
station is cause to consider that some of its mechanical and electrical components may be approaching
their end of life and will require eventual replacement. In order to better identify and understand potential
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risks and condition, mid to long term investigations involving more detailed condition assessment should be
conducted.
Also, given the overall age of the station, an allowance has been made for the replacement of mechanical
components, such as valves, that may require replacement within the next ten years.
In addition, the stations existing power supply does not provide power for the whole station. Given the
space constraints in the station, a larger emergency power system may require a separate building.
Table 2-8
Work List and Cost Estimate for Long Term Operation - North East Reservoir and Pump Station

Work

Time Frame

Cost

Material Thickness and Integrity Testing: Station Pipe Network

3 years

$10 ,000

Material Thickness and Integrity Testing: Pump Components

5 years

$5 ,000

Backup Power to service whole station

5 years

$300 ,000

10 years

$250 ,000

Replacement of miscellaneous mechanical components

Total

$565 ,000

2.3.4 Long Term Viability
There are a number of repairs required to maintain the station in a stable condition including PLC
replacement and backup power. This work should be able to be completed in an orderly and manageable
way and support a cost effective methodology to extend the life of the station and reservoir.
A final consideration for the station is long term demand. There is not much room within the station for
expansion which might impact servicing of large volumes to new areas of development.
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3 Wastewater Facilities
All 14 wastewater pumping and lift stations have been reviewed. Generally, these facilities will continue to
function and provide the intended service. The purpose of the condition assessment was to assess the
condition and remaining life of the asset and provide guidance of required upgrades.

The Valley View Center wastewater pump station is not currently owned by the City and was not included
as part of the assessments. The wastewater treatment plant and lagoon were not included in the condition
assessments.

3.1

CRESCENT VIEW WASTEWATER PUMP STATION - CONSTRUCTED 1961

CV LS Condition Distribution

0-1 2 "3 «4

Condition Score: 1.8 (Good)

CV LS Risk Distribution

Low • Moderate • Significant • High

Risk Score: 3.5 (Low)

The Crescent View wastewater pumping station collects wastewater and septage from a nearby septic truck

dump location and pumps the wastewater to the grit building at the City wastewater treatment plant and
ultimately the lagoon.
This facility was constructed in 1961 and has seen an upgrade of several of the main duty pumps, motors
and related electrical components. Along with the upgrades to the pumps maintenance components such
as hoist and monorails have been installed to aid in the replacement of pumps.
This station requires some minor repairs to the floor and celling tiles but is otherwise in reasonable shape.
There are some minor to moderate OH&S issues regarding grates, supports, sensors, and exterior tripping
hazards.

The PLC and SCADA system is aging and should be considered for replacement,
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3.1.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations
• Operator concerns -frequent replacement of pumps and motors due to excessive grit entering the
station

• PLC and SCADA system is past its life expectancy
• Confirm H2S/LEL sensor in basement works
• Structural concern regarding cracking masonry block near external ladder
• Cleanout floor drains and replace grates
• Replace exterior curb and hatch around sump manhole
• Replace damaged floor tile
• Replace grating on steel access platforms for valves and flow metre (bearing bars spanning wrong

direction)
• Anchor support post on steel access platforms for valves and flow metre

• Replace ceiling tiles in staff washroom
• Repair and replace perimeter fence
• Clean the collector sewer trunk
• Repair hole in concrete sidewalk - tripping hazard
• Double door weather stripping and door sweeps to access lower level
Table 3-1 identifies work that is urgent in nature and poses a major operational risk to the station, or is an
OH&S/safety issue. It is recommended that this work be undertaken as soon as possible.
Table 3-1
Cost Estimates Immediate Works - Crescent View Wastewater Pump Station

Cost

Work

$175,000

Upgrade PLC and SCADA System
Weather Stripping and Door Sweeps

$300

Repair Concrete Sidewalk

$500

Replace H2S/LEL Sensor

$8,000

Repair Cracking Masonry Block Near External Ladder

$3.000
Total

$186,800

3.1.2 Issues, Concerns and Observations - Long Term
Assuming the short term work identified is undertaken, visual inspection would indicate that the station is
generally suitable for use over the next 10 to 20 years.
A significant operation issue is the excessive wear and tear on the station pumps and motors, requiring
replacement in as little as three years in some cases. This would seem to be largely due to large amounts
of grit getting into the pumps and causing wear and damage.
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A solution to this is outside of the scope of the station repairs or upgrades, but would include a dumping/grit
removal facility of some sort. Depending on the requirements and parameters such as location, building,
and type of cleaning and treatment, a potential dumping facility encompasses a broad range of potential
cost. It is therefore recommended that a conceptual study be undertaken to look at the variety of options
available, both in terms of services provided and design options to meet service goals. Levels of service

criteria will be established as part of the City's asset management project which will help to inform this work.
Approximate cost of the study would be $55,000.
In addition, the station experiences significant surcharging events during rainstorm events that occasionally
flood the grinder room, it may be possible to manage some of this inflow at its source which would reduce
the demand on the existing system. Should this not prove feasible additional capacity may be required, and
there is not much room in the station for expansion. A storm cross connection study and survey would
typically be handled under the linear infrastructure system to determine if excessive wet weather flow can
be managed.

Finally, due to the amount of grit seen in the station, additional pipe testing would identify whether the lines
in the station have been subject to scouring and accelerated degradation. It is recommended that lines in
the station undergo material testing. Lines outside the station would probably be better handled with linear
infrastructure.

Table 3-2
Work List and Cost Estimate for Long Term Operation - South Hill Reservoir and Pump Station

Work

Time Frame

Grit Removal Facility Study

Cost

1 year

$55,000

3-5 years

TBD

Material Thickness and Integrity Testing: Piping

3 years

$10,000

Repair Perimeter Fencing

5 years

$15.000

Grit Removal Facility Construction

Total

$265,000
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3.2

7TH AND HIGH STREET - CONSTRUCTED 1966

This wastewater lift station is located in the middle of a main road in a cast in place chamber below grade.
Traffic control is required to access the chamber below grade. The control and operator panel are located

on the sidewalk adjacent to the lift station. This wastewater lift station has duplex pumping. The control
system has been upgraded in 2001.
3.2.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations
• Potable water sen/ice connection with backfiow preventer should be decommissioned back to the
potablewatermain.
• Lift station should be pumped down and grit and debris removed annually.
• Install FRP grating over the intermediate floor access for surface inspection of the pumps. This will
allow safer entry by the Operators when required.
• Valves, piping and various other components have significant corrosion.
• Lift lugs embedded into cast in place concrete are not labeled with a capacity rating. One set of
lugs appears to not have sufficient edge distance in the concrete.
• Access ladder is corroded and should be replaced.
• Wiring terminations/splices exposed to atmosphere. Should be enclosed injunction box.
Table 3-3
Cost Estimates Immediate Works - 7th and High Street

Cost

Work
Abandon Water Service Connection

$5,000

Ladder

$5,000

FRP Intermediate Floor Grating

$5,000

Cleaning

$3,000

$500

Fan Replacement
Remove Abandoned Electrical, Fix Junction Boxes

Total

$4,000
$22,500
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3.3 VICTORIA - CONSTRUCTED 2001
Victoria LS Condition Distribution

Victoria LS Risk Distribution

39K

27%

0-1 2 >3 •1

Condition Score: 2.4 (Fair)

Low • Moderate • Signifkant • High

Risk Score: 4.8 (Moderate)

This wastewater lift station is located in the middle of a Normandy Drive in a cast in place chamber below
grade. Traffic control is required to access the chamber below grade. The wastewater lift station is a cast in
place chamber with an access provided through a manhole access frame and cover. The control and
operator panel are located on the sidewalk adjacent to the lift station. This wastewater lift station has only a
single pump.
3.3.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations

• Lift station should be pumped down and grit and debris removed annually
• Install FRP grating over the intermediate floor access for surface inspection of the pumps. This will
allow safer entry by the Operators when required.
• Valves, piping and various other components have significant corrosion

• Infjltration through crack and precast manhole joints
• Current thrust restraint should be replaced with mechanical restraint

• Reinstall hoop for the float
• The control panel has shifted putting tension on the power cable for the fan. The cable tension
should be rectified immediately. The control panel is aging and should be replaced.
• Unknown if the exhaust fan is rated for hazardous environment

• Note; this station should be combined into a duplex station with the Normandy Pump Station
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Table 3-4
Cost Estimates Immediate Works - Victoria

I:

WWE

C.o$:t

FRP Intermediate Floor grating

$5,000

Cleaning

$3.000

Fan Replacement

$500

Reinstall Hoop

$300

Adjust Fan Electrical Cable (lengthen)

$500

Infiltration Sealing

$5,000
Total

3.4

$14,300

NORMANDY - CONSTRUCTED 1986
Normandy PS Condition Distribution

Normandy PS Risk Distribution

65K

0 • I 2 *3 •4

Condition Score: 2.4 (Fair)

Lov/ * Moclerale • High • Very High

Risk Score: 4.8 (Moderate)

This wastewater lift station is located in the middle of Normandy Drive in a cast in place chamber below
grade. Traffic control is required to access the chamber below grade. The wastewater lift station is a cast in
place chamber with an access provided through a manhole access frame and cover. The control and
operator panel are located on the sidewalk adjacent to the lift station. This wastewater lift station has only a
single pump.
3.4.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations
• Lift station should be pumped down and grit and debris removed annually.
• Install FRP grating over the access area for the pumps to allow safer entry by the Operators when

required. This will still allow a visual of the wet well below. The hatch cover is in the lift station, but
has been removed,

• Lift lugs embedded into cast in place concrete are not labeled with a capacity rating.
• Install steel cap plates on HSS control panel supports.

• Note: this station should be combined into a duplex station with the Victoria Pump Station.
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Table 3-5
Cost Estimates Immediate Works - Normandy

Work

Cost

FRP Intermediate Floor Grating

$5,000

Cleaning

$3,000

Fan Replacement

$500

Install Steel Cap

$150
$8,650

Total

Note: The cost to combine Normandy and Victoria would be $450,000. This would be offset by the cost of
upgrades required for each station, as well as the ongoing operating and maintenance costs of two stations
instead of one.
3.5

SLATERS - CONSTRUCTED 1960
Slaters LS Condition Distribution

Slaters LS Risk Distribution
0%

0"1 2-3 ~A

Condition Score: 3.1 (Very Poor)

Low • Moderate • Significant • High

Risk Score: 4.5 (Moderate)

This wastewater lift station is located adjacent residences and south of Grandview Street West. The
manhole access frame and cover was covered with overburden. The 1200 mm diameter pre-cast manhole

with an intermediate floor requires the installation of FRP grating over the existing missing hatch. The
control and operator panel are located adjacent to the lift station. This wastewater lift station has only a
single pump.
The station is in generally poor condition but only services one residence.
3.5.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations
• Lift station should be pumped down and grit and debris removed annually.
• Install FRP grating over the access area for the pumps to allow safer entry by the Operators when
required. This will still allow a visual of the wet well below.
• Valves, piping and various other components have significant corrosion.
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Lighting and exhaust fan requires replacement.
Weather proof outlet should be replaced with explosion proof receptacle.
Main electrical panel has significant corrosion and should be replaced.
Table 3-6
Cost Estimates Immediate Works - Slaters

FRP Intermediate Floor Grating $5,000
Cleaning
Install

$3,000

Fan

$2,500

Replace Weather Proof Outlet $1,000
Replace Main Electrical Panel $3,000
Total $14,500
3.6 CHURCHILL - CONSTRUCTED 1959

I

Churchill LS Condition Distribution

Churchill LS Risk Distribution
OH

0"1 2"3»4

Condition Score: 2.6 (Poor)

S3H

Low * ModcFiite • Signified nt • High

Risk Score: 4.4 (Moderate)

Churchill Park wastewater lift station located on the northeast corner of Wellesley and Winston Street and
consists of a wet pit, dry pit and a building to enclose the mechanical and electrical equipment. This lift
station has a grinder and two long shaft wastewater pumps.
3.6.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations
• Pump station should be pumped down and grit and debris removed annually.
• Install FRP grating over the access area for the pumps to allow safer entry by the Operators when
required. This will still allow a visual of the wet well below.
• Valves, piping and various other components have significant corrosion.
• Lighting and exhaust fan requires replacement.
• Suspected asbestos in the ceiling.
• Require junction box covers.
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Exterior hand rail does not meet code requirements.
Trees should be removed from powerline and around station.
Replace backflow preventer on potable water service.
Station requires painting.
The electrical equipment is near the end of its lifecycle and should be replaced.
Table 3-7
Cost Estimates Immediate Works - Churchill

w

iWMfe
FRP Intermediate Floor Grating

$5,000

Cleaning

$3,000

Replacement of Backflow Preventer

$1,500
Total

$9,500

3.7 RIVER DRIVE - CONSTRUCTED 1966
River LS Risk Distribution

River L5 Condition Distribution

4S%

0«1 2"3«fl

Condition Score; 3.1 (Very Poor)

Low • Moderate • Significant • High

Risk Score: 4.7 (Moderate)

This wastewater lift station is located adjacent to Park Drive in the Wakamow Valley. This area has the
potential to flood in wet years. The wastewater lift station is a cast in place chamber with an access
provided through a manhole access frame and cover. The control and operator panel are located on a

power pole adjacent to the lift station. This wastewater lift station has only a single pump. The pump has
been replaced in 1993. The level control floats and station light have been replaced since the original
installation.
3.7.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations
• Lift station should be pumped down and grit and debris removed annually.
• Install FRP grating over the access area for the pumps to allow safer entry by the Operators when
required. This will still allow a visual of the wet well below.
• Valves, piping and various other components have significant corrosion.
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Lighting requires replacement
Access ladder is beyond service life and is unsafe to use

Station exhaust fan is beyond service life
Potable water service connection with backflow preventer should be decommissioned back to the
potable watermain

Install float hoops
The power/control panel is past its life expectancy and should be replaced
Table 3-8
Cost Estimates Immediate Works - River Drive

Ladder

$5,000

FRP Intermediate Floor Hatch

$5,000

Cleaning

$3,000

$500

Fan Replacement

$20,000

Power/Control Panel Replacement

$5,000

Potable Water Service Backflow and Decommissioning

$38,500

Total
3.8

KIWANIS SPEED OVAL - CONSTRUCTED 1977

^

Klwanis LS Condition Distribution

Kiwanis LS Risk Distribution

16%

18X

0 • 1 2 -3 -4

Condition Score: 2.8 (Poor)

Low • Moderate • Sisniticant • High

Risk: 4.3 (Moderate)

This wastewater lift station is located adjacent to a facility building near the Kiwanis speed oval in the
Wakamow Valley. This area has the potential to flood in wet years. The wastewater lift station is a cast in
place chamber with an access provided through a manhole access frame and cover. The control and
operator panel are located on the adjacent building near the lift station. This wastewater lift station has only
a single pump. Since this area has a high volume of public foot traffic a gentle grade raise around the
access hatch is required.
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3.8.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations
• Lift station should be pumped down and grit and debris removed annually
• Install FRP grating over the access area for the pumps to allow safer entry by the Operators when
required. This will still allow a visual of the wet well below. The hatch cover is in the lift station, but
has been removed.
• Valves, piping and various other components have significant corrosion
• Access ladder is beyond service life and is unsafe to use
• Lighting and exhaust fan requires replacement
• A grade raise and grade ring should be installed to reduce storm water from entering the life
station.

• Install float hoops
• Junction boxes inside wet well are significantly corroded
• Control pane! has exceeded its life cycle and should be replaced
Table 3-9
Cost Estimates Immediate Works - Kiwanis Speed Oval

Work

Cost

Ladder

$5.C,000

FRP Intermediate Floor Hatch

$5.(,000

Cleaning

$3.(,000

Grade Ring and Grade Raise

,500
$1,£

$500

Replace Lighting
Replace Corroded Electrical in Wet Well

$4,1,000

Total

$19,(
,000
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3.9

2ND AVE SUBWAY- CONSTRUCTED 1966
2nd Ave LS Condition Distribution

2nd Ave LS Risk Distribution

32%

47%

20%

0 •! 2 "3 "4

Low • Moderate •Significant • High

Risk: 4.7 (Moderate)

Condition Score: 2.9 (Poor)

2nd Ave subway is a storm water lift station located on the southeast side of the CP Railway tracks that
pumps storm water from the road under the CP Railway track to an outfall into the Moose Jaw River. This
lift station consists of an engine driven vertical turbine pump, electrical vertical turbine pump inside a
masonry block building and a submersible pump in the wet well.
3.9.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations

• Lift station should be pumped down and grit and debris removed annually
• Valves, piping and various other components have significant corrosion

• Replace exterior lighting with vandal-resistant type
• Lift lugs screwed into piywood are not labeled with a capacity rating
• Roof insulation and ceiling should be replaced
• The power and control panels are past life expectancy and should be replaced

Table 3-10
Cost Estimates Immediate Works - 2nd Ave Subway

$3,000

Cleaning

$400

Replace Exterior Light
Total

$3,400
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3.10

PAR 3 - CONSTRUCTED 1 991
Par 3 PS Condition Distribution

Par 3 Risk Distribution
?i

23%

Lov; • Moderate • High • Very High

0 • 1 2 *3 "4

Condition Score: 3.0 (Very Poor)

Risk Score: 5.2 (High)

This wastewater lift station is located adjacent to 13th Ave NE and Manitoba Expressway. The wastewater
lift station is cast in place with a pre-cast cone to a standard frame and cover. The control and operator
panel are located on a steel framed structure adjacent to the lift station. This wastewater lift station has
only a single pump.
3.10.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations

• Lift station should be pumped down and grit and debris removed annually
• Install FRP grating over the access area for the pumps to allow safer entry by the Operators when
required. This will still allow a visual of the wet well below. The hatch cover is in the lift station, but
has been removed.
• Valves, piping and various other components have significant corrosion
• Potabie water service connection with backflow preventer should be decommissioned back to the
potable watermain

• Lift lugs embedded into cast in place concrete are not labeled with a capacity rating
Table 3-11
Cost Estimates Immediate Works - Par 3

^^M
Cleaning

$3,000

FRP Intermediate Floor Hatch

$5,000

Remove Potable Water

$5,000
Total

$13,000
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3.11

BUTLER - CONSTRUCTED 1965

<

Butler PS Risk Distribution

Butler PS Condition Distribution

0%

1SS

46%

Low • Moderate • High • Very High

0 • 1 2 • 3 "4

Condition Score; 2.6 (Poor)

Risk: 4.5 (Moderate)

This wastewater lift station is located adjacent to Athabasca Street East and Butler Ave. The wastewater lift
station is cast in place with a pre-cast cone to a standard frame and cover. The control and operator panel
are located on a steel framed structure adjacent to the lift station. This wastewater lift station has only a
single pump.
3.11.1 Issues, Concerns and Obsen/ations

Lift station should be pumped down and grit and debris removed annually
Valves, piping and various other components have significant corrosion
Potable water service connection with backflow preventer should be decommissioned back to the
potablewatermain
Replace junction box cover. Replace light fixture

Install exhaust fan
Install FRP grating over the access area for the pumps to allow safer entry by the Operators when
required. This will still allow a visual of the wet well below. The hatch cover is in the lift station, but
has been removed.

The electrical equipment appears in good condition
Table 3-12
Cost Estimates Immediate Works - Butler

^^ ^^Sss^^^
Cleaning

$3,000

Remove Potable Water

$5,000

FRP Intermediate Floor Hatch

$5,000

Install Exhaust Fan

$500

Replace Junction Box Cover and Light

$750
Total

$14,250
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3.12 RIDDELL - CONSTRUCTED 2005
Riddell LS Condition Distribution

Riddell LS Risk Distribution

37*t

Low • Moderate • Significant • High

1 "2 .3 •4"&

Condition Score: 2.9 (Score)

Risk Score: 4.7 (Moderate)

This wastewater lift station is located near Riddell Lane. The wastewater lift station is cast in place with a
pre-cast cone to a standard frame and cover. The control and operator panel are located on a steel framed

structure adjacent to the lift station. This wastewater lift station has duplex pumping and controlled by a
Flygt control panel that is in good condition. This facility has the safety grating and solid access covers
over each of the submersible pumps/motors.
3.12.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations

Lift station should be pumped down and grit and debris removed annually
Valves, piping and various other components have significant corrosion
A Lifting bracket with lifting lugs is anchored to the concrete and has signs of corrosion. There are

missing anchors that should be installed. The lifting bracket is not labeled with a capacity rating.
The fluorescent light does not have its vapour tight cover installed.
The electrical junction box cover is not installed leaving exposed wiring connections

Upgrade ventilation fan
Table 3-13
Cost Estimates Immediate Works - Riddell

Cleaning

$3,000

Reinstall Anchor Lugs

$1,500

Install Fluorescent Light Cover

$300

Reinstall Junction Box Cover

$100
$5,000

Upgrade Ventilation Fan
Total

$9,900
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IRON BRIDGE - CONSTRUCTED 2012
Iron Bridge LS Condition Distribution

^

Iron Bridge LS Risk Distribution

-3W

0%

Low • Moderate • Significant • High

Condition Score: 1.4 (Good)

Risk: 2.1 (Low)

This wastewater lift station is located in Iron Bridge Estates. The wastewater lift station is cast in place with
a pre-cast cone with lockable access hatches and safety grating and pump/motor removal system at the
surface. The control and operator panel are located on a steel framed structure adjacent to the lift station.

This wastewater lift station has duplex pumping and controlled by a Flygt control panel that is in good
condition. This facility has an intermediate grating platform over each of the submersible pumps/motors.
3.13.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations

• Lift station should be pumped down and grit and debris removed annually
• Valves, piping and various other components have minor corrosion
• Ventilation fan networking
Table 3-14
Cost Estimates Immediate Works - Iron Bridge

Cleaning

$3,000

Upgrade Ventilation Fan

$5,000
Total

$8,000
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3.14

11TH AND HIGH STREET TRUNK - CONSTRUCTED 2007
llth and High LS Condition Distribution

llth and High PS Risk Distribution

€

-IV,

0%2W

Low "Moderate • High nVer/High

Condition Score: 1.3 (Good)

Risk: 2.2 (Low)

The 11th and High Street Trunk wastewater lift station consists of a pre-cast manhole chamber with a

building that would include a future back up generator. The building is divided in half with the one side that
provides access to the submersible pumps and the other for the electrical, controls and future generator.
This lift station also includes an odour control system and a Muffin Monster. This site has a security fence
installed around the perimeter. This wastewater lift station has duplex pumping that is in good condition.
This facility was designed and constructed to service a local abattoir that is not currently in operation.
3.14.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations

• Lift station should be pumped down and grit and debris removed annually
• Backflow preventer needs to be replaced and recalibrated
• Roll up doors have an improper seal
• Create smaller inspection hatch within the large access hatch

• Replace gasket on Pump #2 discharge pumping
Tab Ie 3-15
Cost Estimates Immediate Works - 11th and High Street Trunk

Cleaning

$3,000

Replace Gasket on Pump #2 Discharge Pumping

$7.500

Install Smaller Inspection Hatch

$5,000
Total

$15,500
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4 Next Steps
The next steps should include looking at functionality of service station areas. There are likely stations that
can be optimized or combined to realize efficiencies and savings.
In addition, Par 3 and Butler should be considered for eventual replacement at an approximate cost of

$250,000 to $300,000 each.

5 Summary of Cost Estimates Immediate Works
Table 5-1
Summary of Cost Estimates Immediate Works

Cost

Location
High Service Reservoir and Pump Station

$444,500

South Hill Reservoir and Pump Station

$95,500

North East Resen/oir and Pump Station

$105,000
$186+,800

Crescent ViewWastewater Pump Station

7th and High Street

$22,500

Victoria1

$14,300
$8,650

Normandy1
Slaters1

$14,500

Churchill

$9,500

River Drive1

$38.500

Kiwanis Speed Oval1

$19,000

2nd Ave Subway2

$3,400

Par 31

$13,000

Butler1

$14,250

Riddell

$9,900

Iron Bridge

$8,000

11lhand High Street Trunk

$15,500
Total

$1,004,550

Note 1: Sanitary Lift Stations with Only Single Pump
Note 2: Storm Lift Station
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Closure

This report was prepared for the City of Moose Jaw to provlda a summary of the condition assessments
completed by the Associated Engineering team along with capital budgetary estimates for any immediate
repairs to assist the City with capital budgeting for 2018,
The services provided by Associated Engineering (Sask.) Ltd. in the preparation of this report were
conducted in a manner consistent with the level of skill ordinarily exercised by members of the profession
currently practicing under similar conditions. No other warranty expressed or Implied Is made.
Respectfully submitted,
Associated Engineering (Sask.) Ltd.

Mike Binns, P.Eng.
Project Manager
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City of

Moose Jaw
LETTER OF COMMUNICATION
TITLE:

Budget Enhancement – In-house Legal Position

TO:

Budget Committee

FROM:

Clerk/Solicitor Department

DATE:

January 16, 2019

PUBLIC:

This is a Public Document

IN-CAMERA: Not Applicable to this Document
RECOMMENDATION
THAT the City Clerk/Solicitor Department be authorized to source an additional in-house
legal counsel position.
TOPIC AND PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to request approval from the Budget Committee for an
additional in-house legal counsel position in the Clerk/Solicitor Department.
BACKGROUND
The Solicitor Department currently operates with 2.5 employees; the Solicitor Support
position, which also aids the Clerk’s function of the Department by means of being the
Secretary for the Board of Revision and accepts and provides correspondence in relation
to Freedom of Information requests. The Assistant City Solicitor, which is a full-time legal
counsel position and the Clerk/Solicitor, whose time is divided between the Clerk and
Solicitor functions.
DISCUSSION
Section 4 of the Cities Act deems the City of Moose Jaw a municipal corporation and
provides that a city shall be provided with the powers and privileges of a natural person.
This provision permits the City to do things such as, enter into agreements, sue an
individual or corporation and be exposed to being sued as well. A responsible wellversed corporation such as the City should have every agreement and contract entered

into receive full legal review prior to execution by the Mayor and City Clerk. In larger
cities and organizations that would be standard expectation. The best way to limit legal
liability exposure is to ensure a full risk assessment is conducted at the point of concluding
an agreement. In the reality of current resources at the City, staff do not have the
capacity to review all contracts entered into or to participate in negotiations leading to
all major agreements. This has unfortunately left the City exposed in certain situations
which then lead to litigation and the expenditure of external legal resources.
As municipal law is a unique area of the law, Administration strives to find external legal
counsel who are well versed in the area. Three of the external lawyers that the City have
used on an ongoing basis have worked for a municipality as in-house legal counsel prior
to moving to private practice. This provides the City a competitive advantage due to
the in-depth knowledge these lawyers have on The Cities Act, which often forms the basis
for a legal defence, as well as the processes required internally and before Council.
These lawyers’ hourly rate ranges from $400 per hour to $445 per hour.
Some matters are being diverted from internal resources due to the time requirement,
such as litigation, which the current resources could not devote the time necessary to
do. In recent months, we have concluded a small claims trial that resulted in external
legal fees that totaled $16,763.51, requiring over 40 hours of time, and the enforcement
of an unpaid lease and demolition costs that amounted to $22,836.83 and required 60
hours of dedicated time to the file. As the unpaid lease and demolition costs were
related to land and the external legal fees for that file were disbursed through the land
reserve account, $20,000 from the land reserve account has been budgeted to fund the
additional position of an in-house lawyer, rather than fund external resources.
Bylaw prosecutions under the Dangerous Dog Bylaw No. 5248 alone have mounted to
external legal fees in the amounts of $1,306.46, $5,474.34 and $7,676.81 in recent years.
While these prosecutions are not difficult, they are time consuming, averaging 17 hours
for a prosecution that proceeds to trial. Since this form of legal work does not require
specialized lawyers, it would be more cost effective to perform this work in-house. While
some of this work is performed by junior lawyers at a rate of $180-$250 per hour, the work
is reviewed by senior counsel with much higher hourly rates.
Some legal matters will still require external resources due to their complexity, those
external fees can be reduced with support from internal in-house counsel. For instance,
financial legal documents are often complex in nature as they involve federal regulation
and internationally used documentation. In the City’s recent financing, Administration
was able to reduce the external fees substantially from $20,000 to $13,181.03 due to inhouse counsel preparing the required statutory declarations and exhibits, revising and
executing the opinion letter and reviewing all documents and only flagging provisions of
concern with external counsel. As such, even where external counsel is required for
specialized areas of law, an additional in-house position can reduce those fees by
performing some of the work internally and limiting the amount that needs to be
performed by an external lawyer.
Another area where an additional in-house legal counsel position would assist in cost
efficiencies is in labour and employment matters. Due to the number of employees the
City employs and the numerous unions that are in operation for municipal employees,
labour and employment issues will and do arise. Currently, the lawyers on staff have not
had the opportunity to develop expertise in the area due to conflicting demands.
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However, the external legal fees required for the expertise in this area are among the
highest at a rate of $625 per hour. Many larger corporations in the province have inhouse legal counsel that have a focus on labour and employment issues, such as City of
Regina, City of Saskatoon, SaskTel and the Saskatchewan Health Authority. While
Administration can appreciate that not all labour and employment matters can be
handled in-house, the costs experienced by the City can be reduced by having in-house
knowledge in the area. The external legal fees experienced by the City on labour and
employment issues for the years 2016, 2017 and 2018 were $70,394, $36,810 and $9,737,
respectively, which excludes all labour issues in relation to the Fire Department as that is
a specialized area of law. This three-year average is $38,980. Should an additional inhouse counsel be able to respond to 60% of the external legal advice required initially as
the individual builds their knowledge in the area, this may accumulate to a cost
reduction of $23,388 for the City.
Also, with the City assuming the Yara Centre and Mosaic Place facilities, more legal issues
will arise. From contract review to employment issues, the addition of these facilities will
result in further strain on the Solicitor Department. As the budget for Mosaic Place has
incorporated $7,500 for external legal fees, it is anticipated this budgeted amount can
be used to partially fund an additional in-house legal position. This is also true of the Fire
Department, which has budgeted $5,000 for legal services and may assist in funding an
additional in-house legal position, rather than using external resources.
Finally, with the prosperity of the City, more land agreements have occurred, which have
been largely completed by the current staff, with the exception of one land transaction.
The one project that involved external resources required approximately 31 hours at a
rate of $550 per hour totaling over $17,000. As the City currently has a process of adding
administrative overhead costs on engineering projects to account for services such as
legal fees, an actual reflection of the costs associated with a land transaction would
account for legal resources dedicated to the transaction by means of funding from the
land reserve account. Based on the time associated with one land transaction and the
increase in frequency, the cost associated for in-house contract preparation and review
is estimated at $15,000. This funding should originate from the land reserve account,
which could be used to fund the additional position.
In the alternative, the Department of Planning and Development Services have
requested additional funding in the amount of $35,000 to provide the legal services
required to enforce orders originating from that Department. While it is preferred that the
in-house legal counsel position be approved to provide for enforcement of orders, an
alternative proposal would be the additional funds required for this service. As part of
the Property Maintenance Bylaw No. 5484, the Building Bylaw No. 5524 and The Uniform
Building and Accessibility Standards Act, the City of Moose Jaw has a due diligence to
protect the public from properties throughout the City that pose a safety risk. Also, legal
issues arise when contractors start prior to obtaining permits or the owner/contractor does
not comply with City bylaws and/or the Building Code. A court-imposed penalty would
reduce these types of blatant contraventions. The $35,000 allocation would fund
external legal services to address these concerns should the in-house legal position not
be approved.
In conclusion, it will be impossible for the City of Moose Jaw to have the staff for external
legal expertise in many areas where specialized matters only arise every few years or
balancing several projects concurrently will make seeking external assistance
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compulsory. However, a number of areas including lower level prosecutions, regulatory
issues and human resource expertise can be built in-house with an anticipated reduction
in external legal fees in the amount of $30,000. This would facilitate quicker responses
and less overall cost. This would minimize reliance on external counsel which can
typically cost $400 to $650 per hour.
OPTIONS TO RECOMMENDATION
1. City Council not provide approval for the enhancement of an in-house legal
position, but rather approve additional funding in the amount of $35,000 for the
enforcement of orders originating from the Department of Planning and
Development Services.
2. City Council not approve any additional funding to the Clerk/Solicitor operating
budget.
COMMUNICATION PLAN
The position would be advertised on the following websites: Law Society of
Saskatchewan, SaskJobs and the Canadian Bar Association: Saskatchewan Branch.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The Clerk/Solicitor Department had requested an increase of $30,000 in its Operating
Budget specifically for legal fees expenditures, which is anticipated to be reduced to
fund this enhancement should the in-house legal position be approved.
Additional
In-House
Legal
Position
Requested Funding
Funded by:
Reduction in Legal Fees – Specialized
Projects
Mosaic Place Funding
Fire Department Funding
Reduction on External HR Advising
Land Reserve Funding (compensation
for legal advice to be provided by inhouse counsel, rather than external
legal counsel)
Land Reserve Funding (compensation
for legal services provided on land
transactions)
Anticipated Cost of In-House Legal
Position

$117,373

($30,000)
($7,500)
($5,000)
($23,388)
($20,000)

($15,000)
$16,485

PRESENTATION
VERBAL:

X

AUDIO/VISUAL:

NONE:
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Respectfully submitted by,

Katelyn Soltys
Katelyn Soltys
Assistant City Solicitor
KS
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APPROVAL OF REPORT RECEIVED

COMMENTS RECEIVED

Jim Puffalt
_____________
Jim Puffalt, City Manager

Fraser Tolmie
Fraser Tolmie, Mayor

_____________

To be completed by the Clerk’s Department only.
Presented to Regular Council or Executive Committee on _____________________________________________________.
No. _________________________

Resolution No. _________________________________________________

https://citymj.sharepoint.com/sites/Depts/clerks/Shared Documents/7. Solicitor/Katelyn's Files/Budget/2019 Budget Documents/Report to
Budget Committee re Additional In-house Legal Position.docx
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